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Classroom Feedback

oving theUse.of Classroom Feedback

Feedback following classroom-tests should be both formative

andsummative. In other words, students should treat examinatio

performance feedback as a.source of information for further

-_ IR

learning. If this information.is efficiently procesSed, learning

should improve. This study consists of a brief description ,and

analysis of'a simple training technique designed to facilitate

students' use of feedback on classroom multiple=choice test

performance. bender & Phye (1979) found all students do not

benefit from feedback sessions equally; Higher ability students

may more carefully review each item than may .lower ability Students.

The training technique was designed to improve Students' use of

feedback in classroom examination feedback sessions.

Effective Use of feedback is considered to be a trainable
- 4

'11. This skill is conceptualized as a type of procedural schema

Oyer, 1979; RUimeIhart & Norman, 1981). Figbre 1 illustrates tng----v

Iteert Figure 1 about here

general procedure in such a schema. Students who use this type of

sdrema-should:be makin \the most efficient use of feedback-for

correcting =Correct items ,and for clarifying items about which the

students were unsure. The training program consisted'of building

these schemata ,by' informingthe students of the functions of

effective feedback and providing them with a procedure designed to

0. A



facilitate the fulfillment of these functions,

Effective,classroam feedback Serves three functions. Feedback

disconfirms incorrect knowledge.' Disconfiuvtion- would occur with
o

a negative response to the first question in Figure . Disconfirmed

inforMation is also corrected by informative feedback. Correction

would occur with the processing of infoLiiatiOn'fradvarittssOurteS

following disconfirmation. Finally, feedbackconfirms

appropriateness Of the correct responses about which stUdents were

unsure. This confirmaticnfunction.ctours through the processing

of information-folidwing'reView of a correct item.

If feedback does not serve these functions, and'a pretest,-

posttest design is employed in instruction, a number of error '-

patterns emerge (Phye, Gtgliemellar& Sola, 1976). A perseverative

error Occurs when feedback is not processed and the student fails-

an item by choosing the same incorrect response oneach test. A

different error occurs when feedback disconfirms, bu does 'not

-

ett the student's knowledge sdhema., Ties

on the posttest by chooing a different, but still incorrect-
/

alternative. Finally, a new error occurs when feedback does not

confirm information; therefore; the syt fails a previously

correct. item. If students were informed of the functions of

feedback, then trained how to use feedback sessions to facilitate

these functions, their use of feedback sessions should improve.

ThisImproved use of feedback should appea;. in the error patterns

committed by the studenS, especially, the lower ability students.
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eptsvere, I6ostudents from introductory-psychology.courses

at/a.:evil-611;i private, liberal-arts college for women,. StudtritS were

P-
,

, :

. ,

separatedon the batis of and were separated iinto twO
,-, . 4 --

/ _

ab:ility,groups on the basis of firsi'semester grade point av

e separation;into ability groups was for the-analysiS Only.

cidedUre..

Thetraininii.prograM required rune class meeting fOlowing each

.dlasSrOOm)aXaMbe:tsed as a feedbadk session, Dtring the firSt

feedbadk Session;, students were informed of'the functions of

'effective-feedback; Students were then told they:would be given'.

i

their corrected answer sheets and a copy of the exam, and that they

should review the exam in the following manner: First, they should

note those items they answered incorrectly and note. the correct

answer. Second, they Should search the text and their notes; or

support for the correct ansup.r. Third,*they should review those

items they answered correctly and review the text and notes

concerning those items for' which they were uncertain. If students

were unable to locate information concerning an item, they were to

ask the instructor, whoprovided the information and its location.

___A11_subjects4ere adMinistered-a-50-item-multipae=choice

pretest, four midterm exams, and one final. The pretest consisted,

of five sets of ten items each, from each fifth of the course. The

appropriate set of items was repeated on each midterm and the

Ten new items from each midterm were repeated on the final. The
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final also contained Dew items from the last fifth- of the course.

All oft the repeated items were written before the b ginning of the

term and covered-a wide sample of the course content.

Review sessions followed the four midterms and- lasted for the

entire 50-minute class period. Subjects were not allowed to keep

their exams or to copy items. To further control for the amount of

exposure to each exam, the number of hours spent reviewing the

exams outside of the classroom was also recorded for each student.

Results

The proportion of 'corrected items, new errors, perseverative

errors, and different errors were recorded for both the pretest

items repeated on -the midterms, and the midterm items repeated on

.the final. The proportion of new 'errors was based on the -number

correct in the initial test, while the proportions of perseverative

and different errors were used .on the riznber of items which were

incorrect on both tests; This scoring procedure differs sli§htly.

frown that of lender PhYe (1979) The total number of points for

'the cOiirsei the number of repeated midterm items cor-rect on the

final, and the total final, raw score were also mecorded.

Indepentent t-tests were used to compare the dependent measures:

hetT.,:veen ability groups. Higher ability subjects had .a higher mean

GPA than the lower ability__subjects t(14) =4'6.86, p

mean '6i5A for higher and lower ability groups of 3.35 and 1.95,

respectively. Higher ability subjects corrected greater proportion

of errors frOm the pretest to the midterms t(14),= 2.28, p ( .05,
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withmean arcs±a-transformed proportions of corrected,errori for

7

the high and low ability groups of 1.99 and 1.67, re

High ability subjects also 'committed a lower

perseverative errors from the pietest,tO the

proportion of

midterms, t(14)

.p( .05, with mean trangformed Proportions of persArative errors

for high and low ability roups of 0.78 and 1.05, respectively. No

significant differences were found between the performances of the

high and low ability groups as reflected by error patterns froM

the midterms to the final.

Higher ability subjects scored higher on the overall final

t(14) = 2.17, 1)4.05 than"did lower ability subjects, but not on

items repeated from the midterms., The mean final score for the

high and low ability groupd'uas 57875 and 48.375, reswctively.'.

Higher ability subjects)alsO attained more total points for the

course;. t(14) = 3.11, mean.total pointt for high and

low ability subjects of 220.75 and 195, respectiyely., No differ

were found in the total number of hours spent reviewing the exams.

Changes in performance within ability groups were,analyzed by

one-way repeatedrreasures ANOVAsior each, error typer'itrthe

proportion of corrected errors. No ehanges were found for the high

ability subjects.; taw ability subjects improved in the proportion

Of errors corrected F(1,7) = 10.14A64,p< .05, with mean transformed
,

prOportions of corrected errors of 1.67 and 2.26 for the midterms

and final, respectively. Low ability subjects-also reduced their

proportion of different errors F(1,7) = 8.0095, p .05, with mean
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transformed proportions of different errors ram the midterms and

final of

5

The

Discussion
^ -

of subjects into high and low ability groups

'far the purpose of analysis did provide groups which differed in

ability as well as Gto,A. Error patterns from the pretest to the

midterms reflect learning from the text and lectures. Sigher

ability subjettg appeared to` have benefited'more from instruction

than did lower.abili subjects. The,results for the perseverative

errors '.indicate that coon may have,Sei1.tedto correct the

/

inzxrect preconceptions bett r for the high ability subjects thdin.

for the lower ability subje6ts.

1

Error from the midterms to the final reflect learning

from feedback !sessions. 'Previous research indicated t lower

A,

ability subjects may process,feedbaOk less effectively than do

higher abilitY subjects 'piender & P1:1Ye,. 19791. , UnfortunatelY,

this result could not be replicated,' as there were_no"high or low

ability subjects Who did not receive the feedback training in this

study. awever, feipback training sessions appeared to have

imp processing of iteeoback on dlassr6om,exa4S-Of

1 ' 4'1 _r obi pity subjects. This imprOvement bras =reflected' in

improvement of the proportionla of rrected and different, errors

,tO a level Which wasnot'stgnifi: ly different froM,tha.t.Of.the

,

hi§her.abiliystabjetts. Leaittiriq the fun ons:of feedbak an
. ,

-how to use feedbacOessions"t6:fulfill these functions
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aver ability subjects develop more effective. procedural schemata

for feedback sessions.

These)results i-llustrate the potential .usefulness of schema

thebry in the desi4n.ofinstructionaltechniques. Schema theory

is a very eclectic,:diverse area of cognitive psychology. 'Schemata

been defined in various Uays. The term is used in a very

general sense here to maan a fUnCtional label for any set of mental

processes-which occur together regularly, and are used to represent

information or strategies for using infortation. ,Thus, schema ,may
t

be reducible to physical; events which occur within thelorain, and

maybe composed` of; separately identifiable events. However, it may

'not be necessary for every learner to have identical physical
C

events occurring within the brain when solving identical problems.

The mental processes are inferred from behavior, and the term

sdlaMa is a funbtional label for these processes. TherefOre,'

schema survive only through their demonstrated usefulness.

The.results of this study start to demonstrate the usefulness

of the conception of a schema for the use of classroom feedback.

Although this study involved the use of classroom exaT perfortance

: "feedback, the function-of feedback in any.information-pro6essing .

situation is the ' :In a cognitive monitoring system of,
. .

piobleM7salvirig :(Flavell , 1979) feedback is used to confirm th

appropriateness.of current strategies, disconfirm inappropriate

strategies, and corrects the learner'p:knowledge,concerning which

.

,problem-solving strategies are appropriatt,in specifj.c.problem

situations.

. 1
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Although the results are encouraging for the developmerrtof

10

practical instructional techni.quee from Schema thebries, there are

a number of limitations of this study which should be considered

to prevent the possibly premature application of these results to

the *general classroom. The first limitation concerns the method.

The sample of subjects was very small;and select

ratdorit assignment of::the. subjects to conditions; as the bonditions

were determined by GPA. Furthermore, no control group which did

of receive insti-action ±n the use of feedback was included.

`Generalizations ,should riot be made from any single study.

Replication of these results with a variety of class&s and

appropriate' control groups needs to be atteript.ed.

'The second limit'atiOn concerns: the finding that the low

abil.ity subjecte appeared to improve only on the re items.

Apparently instruction ' in the use of feedback does improve the

perforrrarice of lower ability cte on repeated items. HoWever,
_

.

is not clear whether this improved perforxrance is due to better

knowledge of the material, or memory for the specific answer to a

specific question. Therefore ParaPhrased as well as verbatim

its to be used in the-posttests.

Finally, instruction in the use of feedback is n
. .

for, ''rerrciving the ai.tferences between. lower .and higher 'ability.:

. -
Hunt -(1978)'..dernonstratecIthat higher ability subjects

aepear to be better general information processors. instruction
-
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in the use of feedback notyrprove:the prgicessing schema of lower

'ability learners in this one asp et of information processing.

Other instructional techni ne4,7,4to be developed to improve

the information processing of theseqearhers in other areas.

In conclusion, it may be possible to-:.help learners develop
.

schema for the use of feedback in the oIassraoth with a techniqu

designed to faCilitate the confirmihg, disconfirMing, and correcting.

functions of effective feedback. The technique designed in this

study: was especially effective.in improving the use lower ability

subjects made of feedback on specific multiplechoiCe problems.

With more research, using proper control groups and paraphrased-

posttest items, 'it may be possible to demonstrate that training in
-

.

the use of.feedbacktan improve the general feedback processing of

learners in a variety of tatks. Finally, the utility of schema

theories for use in developing instructional techniques designed

to facilitate the information processing of learners has been

supported.
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Figure'l. Procedure for effective use of classroom feedba


